DIAMOND FTTX PROGRAM

. . . the right solution for each network point.

Today, a vast and ever-increasing number of households enjoy access to broadband television and internet.
The sheer volume of data communications on any day already exceeds the total number of words printed
in all the books of all the libraries on earth!
Fibre optic technology plays a major role in the infrastructure that has to handle this immense volume.
From simple telephone connections and local, metropolitan and national networks, to high-definition television, fibre optic backbones carry data and information across the street, between cities and around
the globe.
Local Area Networks and even triple-play connections for domestic use require increasingly fast bit rates.
While copper networks are still dominant in these fields today, they are near or at their maximum capacity,
and there is no doubt that they will have to be replaced by fibre optic technology in the near future.
For companies who choose fibre optics for their FTTx applications, Diamond offers a full range of practical
and reliable components such as racks, patch panels, switches, media converters, break-out and fan-out
cables, fibre optic pigtails, patch cords, and much more.
Diamond’s product range is constantly being expanded - the newest FTTH assets are:

F-3000™ LC, E-2000™ and SC Fusion






Fusion splice technology
No epoxy required
Quick field assembly
High reliability

Splice Unit, cable and fiber

 Simple, fast and reliable field installation

and repair
 Avoid requirement of splice tray and
boxes

ZEUS D50 Fusion Splicer

 High quality field termination of 1.25mm

and 2.5mm connectors and fibers

F-3000™ LC r and rs for blowing technology

 1.25mm pre-connectorized solution
 No need for field splicing

DIAMOND FTTX PROGRAM

. . . Focusing on FTTH inhouse connection solutions.

Fibre optics is commonly considered to be the best solution for broadband connectivity. It provides virtually
unlimited bandwidth and enables simultaneous delivery of multiple services such as: Video-on-demand,
HDTV, Internet telephony (VoIP), gaming, music and movie downloads, home education, home security,
video conferencing and much more.
There is no doubt that this technology will play a key role in guaranteeing future investment in next-generation FTTH networks.
Decide today for the most modern, cost effective and optimum performance technologies. These technologies deliver the flexibility and availability demands of tomorrow today. Your investment in the future:
simple, efficient, competitive and reliable.

BROADBAND CONNECTION IN THE LIVING ROOM
Splicing using Pigtails
With the FTTH flush-mount and wall embedded sockets fibre optics, can be brought all the way into the
home. All communications (data, verbal, TV, etc.) are then implemented via fibre optics. The Diamond FTTH
flush-mount socket enables you to easily splice up to four pigtails with G.657.A fibre. The F-3000™ adapters
and connectors with laser and dust protection cap are compatible with the LC (IEC 61754-20/EDI) standard.
The FTTH wall embedded socket further allows optional RJ45 copper connections for T and T+DSL.
 Easy installation until the home
 Place to fix up to four pigtails
 The FTTH wall embedded socket is fully compatible with the EDIZIOdue switch system.

Partial Pre-termination
The unique FTTH Box comprises an FTTH socket with mounted connector and cable. The cable reel in the
box allows the cable to be unwound easily, and makes it easier to pull the cable back from within the dwelling
to the house connection point or to the cable risers.
 No cost for installation effort the dwelling
 Standard lengths make it possible to stock components

FTTH flush-mount socket

FTTH wall embedded socket

FTTH Box
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